People sensing is an important topic in order to achieve the applications such as a surveillance system and a context aware service etc. Although many researches have been performed on this topic so far, they are still immature in terms of reliability and accuracy in the various environments of the real world. As a direction for the future, following issues should be realized: people sensing in wide areas; people sensing in the crowds; more advanced behavior recognition. In this paper the authors propose a method for recognizing non-stationary walking based on a gait analysis using multiple laser range scanners toward a solution of these issues. The proposed method consists of the following procedures: (1) people tracking; (2) detection of gait features; (3) recognition of non-stationary walking.
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People tracking using laser scanners is performed by recognizing patterns in which the range data obtained near ankle rhythmically. The tracking algorithm consists of the following functions: detection of foot candidates using range data clustering; detection of pedestrian candidates using grouping of foot candidates; detection of movement vectors for pedestrian candidates; extended processing of existing trajectories using a Kalman filter based on a walking model. Generally, movements of pedestrians' feet are periodic. If we put all the laser points into the spatio-temporal domain, it can be seen that some periodic braided styles are generated. We can directly extract the gait features by finding "cross points" which means a pivoting foot of walking people by using Mean Shift Clustering. Sliding window method is applied to compute the local fluctuation of the gait features for describing a non-stationary metric. In the feature space, feature points comprised in the high-density subspace can be assumed as a motion of stationary walking. One Class Support Vector Machine is applied for learning a such subspace and recognizing a non-stationary walking by detecting a divergence from the subspace.
In order to show the availability of the proposed method, the authors performed an experiment at a concourse of a railway station in Tokyo. Fig. 1 shows the result of the people tracking in the concourse. Fig. 2 shows the examples of nonstationary walking detection. The overall accuracy of 98.4% indicates the effectiveness of the proposed method. (1) (5)
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